Pay with Cash

Switch to Community Owned Banks

Grow Your Own Food

RESIST THE GREAT RESET
Why Pay With Cash? Why Switch to Community Owned Banks? Why Grow Your Own Food?

Paying with cash as much as possible will resist the rapidly-increasing push to get everyone dependent on digital transactions which is one step to consolidating our financial and health records with a digital identity, enabling comprehensive surveillance and control.

In addition, ‘big’ (corporate) banks are clearly key institutions of support for the Global Elite – the mega-wealthy individuals and families who own hundreds of billions of dollars and who use this financial wealth to control national governments and the world economy to further their advantage.

Paying with cash (and boycotting digital transactions where possible) and withdrawing all funds from corporate banks and depositing our money in local community banks or credit unions will help to bring our money back under our control, so that no one makes vast profits at our expense.

Moreover, given the risk of deliberate collapse of the financial system to make us totally dependent on digital transactions, any efforts made to store cash and make ourselves more self-reliant (by growing more of our own food and creating/joining local trading schemes, for example) will increase our personal and community resilience.

Further information:

‘Taking Control by Destroying Cash: Beware Cyber Polygon as Part of the Elite Coup’

‘Why Are ATMs Disappearing at an Alarming Rate after a Wave of Branch Closures?’

‘From “Event 201” to “Cyber Polygon”: The WEF’s Simulation of a Coming “Cyber Pandemic”’.


Want more references, resources and ideas for action? Visit wearehumanwearefree.org